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ON KUMMERS TWENTY-FOUR SOLUTIONS

OF THE HYPERGEOMETRIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

BY

B. DWORK

Abstract. The p-adic analyticity of the Boyarsky matrix associated with the

hypergeometric function F(a, b; c; x) has been investigated in an earlier article. The

transformation of this matrix under translation of (a, b, c) by Z3 was determined at

that time. This article gives the transformation of this matrix under the extended

Kummer group. The />-adic implications of quadratic and higher-degree transforma-

tions remain open.

The object of this article is to explain the relation between Kummer's twenty-four

solutions of this equation

(1) (x(l - X)-^ +(c ~(a + b + l)\)jL -flftj^o

and the/>-adic theory of this equation.

For simplicity of exposition let us assume that a, b, c satisfy the condition

(2) a, b,c - a,c - b   all he outside Z.

The unique solution of (1) analytic at À = 0 is given by the classical formula

(3) F(a,b,c;X)=l ^^X',
,=o   (c)*s!

where

(a)s = T(a + s)/T(a),      seN.o«.

The Euler integral formula

(4) F{a'b'C'X)=T(b)TT(c-b)fS^

»a,b,c = xb-\i-xy-b-1(i-x\yadx,

valid for Re c > Re b > 0 (a restriction which may be removed [7, p. 60, equation

(13)] by changing the path of integration) shows that we are concerned with the

periods of a certain differential. As is well known [5,6; 11, p. 107; 12] the Kummer

list may be obtained by transformation of this integral representation. Indeed there
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are twenty-four fractional linear transformations which map the set {0,1, 00} into

the set (0,1,00,1/X}. Under such a substitution, x = (at + ß)/(yt + 8), the

differential coab c(x, X) is transformed into a differential which (up to a factor

independent of X, t) is of the form

(5) ^       x"o(i-x)Vu(a),
where modZ, â, b, c arejinear functions of (a,b,c). We refer to the group of

mappings (a, b, c) •-> (à, b, c) modZ as the Kummer group. It is group theoretically

isomorphic to the octahedral group. The mappings X -» X form a noncommutative

group of order 6 well known as the group of fractional linear transformations which

permute the points (0,1, 00}.

In this way, (cf. Table I) one deduces a solution

(6) X"°(l -X)"lF(a,l,c,X)

of (1) with constant factor adjusted so that we have six sets of solutions, each set

consisting of four solutions which coincide at X = 0 and represent an eigenvector of

the local monodromy at X = 0.

As noted by Riemann and re-examined by the more recent authors previously

mentioned, the element F(b, a, c; x) cannot be obtained in this way, i.e., the

mapping (a, b, c) -» (b, a, c) does not he in the Kummer group. By adjoining this

element we obtain a group of 48 elements which we call the extended Kummer group.

Since many authors (Kummer, Ince, Bateman project, Whittaker and Watson,

Goursat, Poole) do not distinguish between these two groups and since the standard

references do not give consistent lists from this point of view, we provide such a list

in Table I as an introduction to the calculations summarized in Table II.

We have made available [3] a very lengthy treatment of the action of Frobenius

upon the solutions of (1) subject to the further hypothesis

(7) k*,c)eQnZ,.

In particular the associated 2x2 matrix is (aside from possible poles at 0, 00)

analytic in the region

(8) |X - i| > M = M1"-1.

More recently [4], we constructed the associated Boyarsky matrix TB(a, b, c,X)

which we showed to be analytic as a function of (a, b, c) in each of the/?3 polydisks

(9) {(a,b,c)\(a,b,c)+(vx,»2,ii3)\<\p\1-ei},

where

e2 = Tp~^V)[ï~p~~p~^ï)'       M'GN'       ° <*»,</>   (i = 1,2,3).

This analyticity of TB was demonstrated subject to the condition

(10) |X| = 1 = |X - 1|.

We showed that the contiguity relations of Gauss correspond to the transforma-

tion laws of rB under translation of (a, b, c) by elements of Z3. In the present work
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we show that Kummer's list correspond to the transformation laws of TB(a, b, c; X)

under the twenty-four mappings (a, b, c) •-» (â, b, c) listed in Table I. One of the

applications is the analyticity of TB as a function of (a, b, c, X) with X not restricted

by (10). Another application (not developed here) is the possibihty of eliminating the

determinant calculation [4, equation (3.22.8)] from the proof [4, Theorem 3.22] of

analyticity of TB. Finally, we use duality [3, §4.7] to determine the relation between

TB(a, b, c, X) and TB(b, a, c, X). Putting

(a,b,c) = -(M1.M2.M3) +p(a',b',c'),

(a', V, c') bounded by \p\~e\ we find

(11)

f(a,6,C)(c-a'    c°_b)rB(a,b,c;X) = TB(b,a,c;X)l[c'-a'>    /_ ^

where f(a, b, c) is a scalar function of (a, b, c) independent of X. Thus by a

determinant calculation at X = 0, £ may be determined up to ±1. A precise

determination is given in §6.

In this way we determine the transformation laws of TB under the group extension

of Z3 deduced from the 48 transformations generated by Table I and the transfor-

mation (a, b, c) <-* (b, a, c).

We acknowledge the influence upon this article of the work [1] of Adolphson and

Sperber on Bessel functions. We observe that subsection 3.2 is an ad hoc treatment

in a special case of results known to Monsky and Washnitzer.

Notation, ñ is an algebraically closed extension of Qp complete under a valuation

extending that of Qp,

1tp'' = p.

Dx(a,r)= {x g ñ||x - a\ < r).

fä(x, X) = xa*-\i - x)a^a^(I - xXyaK

uS\=fa(x>x)a'x/(ï - *)■

Xä(x,X) = fa(x,X)((XJx)-,)dx.

Lx = Q[x, 1/x, 1/(1 - x), 1/(1 - xX)].
Lx = ring of analytic element on regions of the form

|x|>e0,   |l-x|>e,   |l-Xx|>e1/A,   |l/x| > ex.

ord(ax, a2, a3) = Inf,ord a¡.

ord x = -log|x|/log p.

The * of an invertible matrix denotes the transpose of the inverse.

yp(a, b) is defined for a, b g Q n Zp - Z, pb - a e Z to be Tp(a)ir'i(-ir)b-b\

where n cz {0,1,... ,p - 1} ¡i = pb - a mod p,pb0- a = m (cf. [3, equation (21.4.2);

4, equation (1.6)]).
e2 = (I-p-1-(p-iyx)(p-iy1.

1. Resume of earlier work. We assume initially that

/j !) a = (ax, a2, a3) cz (Q n Zp)\

ax,a2,a3 — ax, a3 - a2   all outside Z.
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The vector space waLx/d(fsLx) is of dimension two with «a and (1 - x)ua as a

basis. We write

A^X)^1-^).

If then c = a mod Z, we may consider the change of basis matrix B defined by

(1.2) i{l~^A = Xs(X,X) = B(â,c,\)Xa(x,X).

We have shown that B depends rationally upon a and X; explicit formulae are

given elsewhere [4, §3].

For

(1.3) A ̂ 0,oo,   |X - 1| > |77|,

(1.4.1) pb- a = p:czZ\

(1.4.2) be(QnZpf

we have defined an analytic lifting \px of the Cartier mapping which maps u3 XLX

into u>iKpLXp by setting for £ g Lx,

where we identify Fs¿(x, X) = fs(x, X)/f(xp, Xp) with that element of Lx which

represents the indicated algebraic function of x and which, for a "generic" value of

x, is approximated by

(1.5.1) x'-i-^(i-*r~,i3(i-^r
and where ^0 is the mapping of Lx into LXP defined by

(1-5.2) (*„«)(*)- E tM/py'-1-

By passage to quotients we deduce from $x a mapping of u3XLx/d(f3(x, X)LX)

onto cog XpLXp/d(fh(x, Xp)LXp) whose matrix y(a, b;X) we specify by writing

(1.6) 4,xXa(x,X) = y(a,b;X)X-h(x,Xp)    mod d(fh(x, X»)LXP).

With a, b satisfying (1.1), (1.4) we have shown [3]:

1.7. The matrix y(a, b, X) is an analytic function of X on the set (1.3), with at most

poles at À = 0, oo.

The precise nature of this function at X = 0 has been determined in [3, Chapters

24, 25].

We define TB(a, X) for a satisfying (1.1) and X satisfying (1.3) by writing

(1.8) TB(â,X) = y(a,b,X),

where we now insist that (1.4) holds with m = (Mi> M2> M3).

(1.8.1) 0<m,<F-1.       i = 1,2,3.

We state the main result of our previous investigation [4, Theorem 3.22].
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1.9. Theorem. For

(1.9.1) |X| = 1 = |X-1|

rB extends to an analytic function of a for each fixed p. satisfying (1.8.1) on the set

(1.9.2) ordb,>-e2       (¿ = 1,2,3).

1.10. Indeed, using the fact that the elements of

o = z„    iii/i 1
1 -X' 1 - X*'F \ (X - l)p     X'-l

are bounded by 1 for |X - 1| ^ 1, the formulae used in the proof of 1.9 show that TB

extends to a function analytic in the pair (b, X) for b restricted by (1.9.2) and À

restricted to the set

{X||X- 1|> 1,X# oo}

with singularities at X = go being at worst pole of order Mi-

1.11. For a g ß3 we define

la, a, - a.

a-, - a-, ax + a2- a3(1.11.1) GS(X) =

We recall the equation

(1-11.2)« ¿X^"1' u^ = t"1' u2)°ä(x)

is satisfied by

(1.11.3) (ux, u2) = ((a3 - a2)F(ax, a2, a3 + I; X), a3F(ax, a2, a3; A)).

For z ¥= 0,1, oo, we define Q(z, X) to be the solution matrix of (1.11.2)2 which is

normalized by the condition

(1.11.4) Cä(z,z) = I.

Thus Q(z, X) is an analytic function of À for (z - X) sufficiently small. For a

satisfying (1.1), this matrix converges for

(1.11.5) |A-z| < |z|Min(l,|z - 1|).

We observe that if X0, X both satisfy (1.11.5) then

(1.11.6) Q(z,X) = Q(z,X0)Q(X0,X)

since both sides satisfy (1.11.2)5 and coincide at X = X0. Putting z = X we conclude

that

(1.11.7) Q(X0)X) = Q(X,X0)-1.

1.12. The deformation theory [3, Chapter 4, §6] may be interpreted as stating that

if a, z, X satisfy (1.1), (1.11.5), then

(1.12.1) Xä(x,X)^Ca(z,X)'Xä(x,z)   mod d(f(x,z)L:).
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This is equivalent to the statement

(1.12.2) -^X3(x,X) = G3(X)'X3(x,X)   modd(f3(x,X)Lx).

The relation between (1.11.2) and the matrix y (equation (1.6)) may be written

(1.12.3) Q(zp, Xp)y(a, b, X)' = y(a, b, z)'C3(z, A).

This may be deduced from (1.12.1) and (1.6).

1.13 Since one of our main tools is the deformation matrix C3(z, A) of subsection

1.11, we discuss the convergence without assuming validity of (1.1).

Lemma. The matrix C3(z, A) is analytic as a function of a, z, X subject to the

condition

(1.13.1) lnf(0,orda) - Sup(0,ord z,ord(l - z)) + ord(A - z) > —^—r.

Proof. By a formal calculation, starting with (1.11.2), we find

(1.13.2) d5{u^2) = (ux,u2)G^(X),

where the coefficients of G¡¡5) are polynomials over Z in a, 1/A, 1/(1 - A) of degree

bounded by s in each variable. By Taylor's theorem, for z =£ 0,1, oo

(1.13.3) Q(z,A)=I^Gr(z)-(A-z)i.
i=o a-

The assertion follows immediately.

1.14. If x, A, t are related (say rationally) then let (3/3A)x (resp. (3/3A)/)

designate differentiation with respect to keeping A (resp. t) fixed. An elementary

calculation shows that for any locally analytic function g of (x, A) we have

(ä).<«*Hw).<»*)+'(« •(§),)■
Thus for cohomological purposes we need not distinguish between the two possible

definitions of 3/3A.

1.15. Corrections of [4].

In equation (3.14), Âsl should read Âsr.

On p. 140, line 1*, F, should read Tx/X.

In equation (3.15.1), X1+^'p should read A1+^.

2. The Kummer transformations. In Table I we list 24 fractional linear transforma-

tions, Tj, which map the set (0,1, oo} into the set (0,1, oo, 1/A}. Clearly there will

be one point, x0, not in the image. We define l/0m(A) to be F^Xq), the inverse

image under Tm of the missing point. The mappings {6m ) form the six fractional

linear transformations which permute the points {0; 1, oo}. The twenty-four trans-

formations {Fm} do not form a group. The six elements Tx, T3, T5, T1, F9, Fn do

form a group, 3~, and the full set consists of translates Tj9~, j = 1,2,6, 10, the

classification being according to the four possible choices of excluded element x0.

In this section we will assume that a, b, X satisfy (1.1), (1.4) and (1.9.1).
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Now let

(2.1) x = Tm(t,X),       l^w<24.

We could write subject to (1.1)

(2-2)

X3(x,X) = Hm(a,X)XMm{3)(t,em(X))    modd{fMm(3)(t,em(X))LK{X)(t))

with Mm(a) unique modulo Z3 and Hm a 2 X 2 matrix independent of x and

depending algebraically upon X, with precise value depending upon the actual choice

of Mm(a). However, calculations show that we may choose Mm(a) such that (2.2)

may be replaced by an equality (valid incidentally for all a)

(2-3) X3(x, X) = Hm(a, \)XMm(3)(t, 0m(X)),

and this construction fixes Mm(a) = (âx, â2, â3) uniquely. Table II displays the

determination. It is useful to observe that the matrix Hm(a,X) may itself be

described as a product

(2.4) Hm(a,X) = hm(a,X)Nm(X)

of a scalar function, hm depending upon a and X, with a 2 X 2 matrix function Nm

depending rationally upon X and independent of a. The factors cannot be described

uniquely by these conditions, and a choice is given in Table II for each m. We write

for each m, following a formal calculation,

(2.5) hm(a, X) = (-I)kiä)Xk°^(I - X)k,(3),

where k, k0, kx are linear (but not necessarily homogeneous) in a and so subject to

(1.1) we are dealing with an algebraic function of X. We make no attempt to specify

a branch of this function, but subject to (1.1) and (1.4), (letting o denote the absolute

Frobenius automorphism on the maximal unramified extension of Qp) we interpret

the ratio

(2.6) hm(a, b, X)tf M^ = (-ir>-^)XM^o(g> (1 - V™
h"m(b,Xp) (1-X')l()

which is well defined for X not too close to 1 by the condition that

(1 - X)*l(¿0/(1 - X")kxCh)

be approximated by (1 - X)klW~pkl(-b\ A table of the hnear functions k, k0, kx may

be deduced from Table II by observing the choice of hm. In our apphcation we shall

be concerned with hm(a,b,X) rather than with hm(a,X), and for this reason we

have indicated k(a) only mod Z.

By differentiating (2.3) with respect to A (cf. 1.14)) and using equation (1.12.2) and

letting Xm = 0m(X) we find

(2.7) G3(X)'Hm(a, X) = j^Hm(a, X) + ^Hm(d, X)(GMm(3)(Xm))'.
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This shows that the mapping

(2.8) (vx, v2) -» (ux, u2) = (vx, v2)Hm(a, X)'

maps solutions of the equation

(1.11.2)m„,(¿?) -pr-(i>i, v2) = (vx, u2)GM¡Á3)(Xm)
t*i\m

into solutions of (1.11.2)2. In particular for z # 0,1, oo

(2.9) Hj(â, z)'C3(z, X) = CMjlS){0j(z), 0,(X))ff,(a, X)',

the equation being interpreted by means of the fact that for X close to z, the branch

of the algebraic function //• is specified by its determination at z.

This being said, the validity of (2.9) follows from the fact that each side represents

a solution matrix of (1.11.2) ä and the sides coincide at X = z.

We now define

(2.10) Km(d, b, X) = y(a, b, X)*Nm(Xp)*CMmCh)(6m(Xp), 6m(X)p)

■y{Mm(a), Mm(b), dm(X))'Nm(X)'hm(a, b, X),

well defined for a, b, X satisfying (1.1), (1.4), (1.9.1). It may be continued analyti-

cally by means of Theorem 1.9 and subsection 1.13 so as to be well defined subject

to (1.4.1), (1.9.1) provided

ord b > Sup -1 + ——-, -<?2  .

2.11. Theorem. Km(a, b, X) is a scalar function of (a, b) independent of X provided

jti3 does not lie between /x, and p,2.

2.11.1. Note. In §3 we shall give a second analysis of Km which removes all

restrictions on ß.

Proof. Let z, X satisfy (1.9.1), |X - z\ sufficiently small. Let a, b satisfy conditions

(1.1) and (1.4). Then by (1.12.3)

cMmCb)(em(z)p,em(x)p)y{Mm(â),Mm(b),em(x))'

(2.11.2)
= y{Mm(a), Mm(b),em(z))'cMm{3)(em(z),em(x)).

By the transitivity property (1.11.6) we have

(2.11.3)

cMm(i){em(z)p,em(xy) = cMmCb)(ejz)p,em(zp))cMmCb)(em(zp),em(xp))

■cMm{h{em(\'),em(\)p).

By (2.9) we have

(2.11.4)    CMmCb)(0m(zp), 6m(Xp)) = Hm(b, z")'Cb(zp, Xp)Hm(b, Xp)*.
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Substituting this expression in the right side of (2.11.3) and substituting the resulting

formula in the left side of (2.11.2) and replacing CM {a)(6m(z), 0m(X)) in the right

side of (2.11.2) by the expression involving Ca(z, X) deduced from (2.9), we obtain a

lengthy equality which after multiplying on the left by

{cMniCb)(om(z)p,em(zp))Hm(b,zpy)~l

and on the right by Hm(a, X)' assumes the form

(2.11.5) Cb(zp, Xp)y(a, b, X)'Km(a, b, X) = y(a, b, z)'Km(a, b, z)C3(z, A).

Multiplying each side of this equation on the left by the inverse of the corresponding

side of (1.12.3) we deduce

(2.11.6) Km(a, b, X) = C3(z, Xy'K^a, b, z)C3(z, A).

This equation shows that the matrix function of the left side which is analytic (as a

function of A) on the set (1.9.1) is equivalent to a constant matrix, i.e. the

eigenvalues of Km(a, b, X) are independent of A. If c is such an eigenvalue then

there exists a solution (w,, u2) of (1.11.2)3 at z such that

(ux,u2)Km(a, b,X) = c(ux,u2).

If Km ¥= cl2 then we may conclude that u2/ux may be continued as a meromorphic

function throughout the set (1.9.1). This would be in particular true if (ux, u2) were

the unique bounded solution on D(z, 1). This possibility of contradicting the

existence of supersingular disks [3, Theorem 16.11] shows that Km(a, b, X) is a scalar

function whenever

(2.11.7) ( <*-l)(*.«2.«,)eZ,,

\ either ¡i3 > Max(Mi, M2) or M3 < Mm(Mi» M2)-

Translating b by Z3 does not affect these conditions and so using analyticity of Km

as a function of b with m fixed permits us to deduce that Km(a,b,X) is a scalar

function of A whenever ¡i3 does not lie between ju, and ¡i2. It then follows from

(2.11.6) that it is independent of A.

Remark. We do not believe that the quotient u2/ux of components of a solution

of (1.11.2) can be meromorphic on the set (1.9.1) except in the case in which u2/ux is

a rational function.

3. Variation of lifting of Frobenius. In this section we shall assume that a, b, X

satisfy conditions (1.1), (1.4) and (1.9.1).

3.1. We observe that in the definitions (1.5) and (1.6) a choice has been made of

A -» A^ as a lifting of Frobenius for the parameter A. We now generalize our

formulation by considering a function A -*</>(A) analytic in a region of the type

(3.1.1) SupdXUX-^ll-Xr1} <l + e

for some e > 0 and satisfying the further condition that

(3.1.2) |*(X)-X'|<1
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for ail X satisfying (1.9.1). We observe that by (1.12.1)

(3.1.3) Ag(x, *(X)) = Cb(Xp, <i»(X))'As(x, Xp)

which reminds us that the space ubXPLXP coincides with ub^(X)LXP and that

LXP = L^(X). The mapping ^, (equation (1.5)) may also be described in terms of <b,

by means of the formula

(3.1.4) ^1(|x/ä(x,X)^) = ^(|Fi?,fr(x,X,<|,(A)))-x/5(x,<>(A))^,

where

(3.1.5) fl5(x;A>,(M)._^L

which is to be understood again as that element of Lx representing the indicated

algebraic function of x which for generic x is approximated by (1.5.1). It will be

convenient to explicitly denote the matrix of ^/x relative to this new basis of

ub,XPL\"/d(h(x' ^p)FXp) by writing

(3.1.6) txX3(x,X) = y(a,b,X,4>(X))Xb(x,4>(X))   modd(fh(x,Xp)LXP).

In particular, y(a, b, X) = y(a, b, X, Xp) while in general

(3.1.7) y(a, b, X, <p(X)) = y(a, b, X)Cb(<j>(X), Xp)'.

3.2. We now observe that in definitions (1.5) and (1.5.2) we have made a choice

x •-» xp of lifting of Frobenius for the variable x. To generalize these definitions, let

t be an element of Lx such that

(3.2.1) \j(x)-xp\^\p\

for generic x (and hence for all x such that

(3.2.2) |x| = 1 =|x - 1| = |1 -xX|).

We define

fa(x, X)
(3.2.3) Fa,5(x,T(x);X) =

h(r(x),\")

to be the unique element of Lx which represents the indicated function obviously

algebraic over Lx and which for generic x is approximated by (1.5.1). We define a

mapping ^T 0 of Lx into LXP by

(3-2.4) (<M)W=   E  tty)/r'(y),
T(V) = .V

the sum being over thep values of y satisfying t( v) = x such that^ is approximately

a/?th root of x.

It follows from (3.2.1) that the approximate factorization of t(^) - x represented

by the congruence

r(y) - x = yp - x   mod p
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may be replaced by a precise factorization defined over LXP [3, Chapter 20], i.e. there

exists a unitary polynomial f(x, y) of degree/? in y and with coefficients which are

functions of x in LXP such that for x satisfying |x| = 1 = |x - 1| = |1 - xXp\, the

roots of the equation r(y) = x allowed in the sum in the definition (3.2.4) are

precisely the roots of the polynomial equation f (x, y) = 0. Furthermore

(3.2.4.1) f(x, y) = yp - x   mod p.

Thus in (3.2.4) we may write

(3.2.5) (*,*€)(*)-     E    i(y)/Ay).
y\t(x,y)=Q

We now define ^T,, a mapping of oj3XLx into ubXPLXP, by setting for £ g Lxp,

tT,Mf3(x, X) dx) = «rV.oUF^x, t(x); X))/g(x, A") dx.

We show i//Til and \px are essentially the same on u3XLx.

Lemma 3.3. ̂ T, - \px maps wäX into d(Lx„fb(x, Xp)).

Proof. Let £ g Lx; define

A = *TßHF3rb(x, t(x), A) - UF3,i(x, X").

We assert that

(3.3.1) ie¡¿)^faa

This would be enough to prove the assertion. We first make a local calculation, say

with x in the generic disk,

f (x, y) = 0   (hence r(y) = x),

x =yl

and letting f3(y, X),fb(x, Xp) denote branches of f3 andfh which are compatible in

the sense that their ratio is F3b(y, A). We find

(3.3.3)      à-m,)MZ!*L -I- -Ei(y)fÁP'X)    l

(3.3.2)

^" fh(x,Xp) r'(y)      y*K"ft(x,\>) py»-1

each of the sums being over solutions for y (resp.y) of (3.3.2). By that equation

dy_=  _J_ dy_=      1
dx      r'(y) '        dx     pyp~l

and so letting (y, y) run over all pairs of solutions of (3.3.2) we obtain

<"-4)     pA = WJr)hiij)ÍÁy-M* " míÁh Mí '

Let us write G(y) = £(y)f3(y, X) which as a function of y is bounded on the generic

disk. Hence

\Gw{y)\<\i\ gauss
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and so we may compute

(3.3.5) 0(,)í-0(,)|-¿ZO»(,W«A/ + l)l.
( = 0

where

p = y-y,     IpI < I-
Using the definition of G, we find

(3.3.6)   Eg<')(^p'+1/(' + i)=E-^tp'+1 E hU)(y)hfa(k)(y>V
i=0 i=0 l+k=i

= fb(x,Xp)Fb(y,X)v(y,y),

where

(3 3 7)        .(yy)-E(rl)M   E   V)(v)i-/aW(j;'X)

For g g FA we may write uniquely

(3.3.8) g(v) = ^0(x)+^(x)v+  -+il,.1(x)r1.

where each ^4, lies in Lx„ and/?|g|gauss ^ M/lgauss- Indeed

pA0(x)=   £ g(v)

and similarly for the remaining A,. This shows that

(3.3.9) n(y, v) = E {y7+ï+l LAtjixW,
<-0 ;=0

where each 4,-j lies in Lx with uniformly bounded gauss norm. Using relation

(3.2.4.1), we deduce

(y -y)p =pB(x,y,y),

where F is a polynomial in y, y of degree bounded by p — I in each variable with

coefficients lying in Lx„ and gauss norm bounded by unity. Since p[m/pX/m -» 0 in

Qp as m -* oo, it follows that

■n(y,y)= E <*i,j(x)y'yJ,
i<P

j<p

where each a, : lies in LXP. A similar result holds for the product F3 b(y, X)rj(y, y).

By (3.3.4)

where /(x) = EyJ!Fffg(_p, X)tj(j, y). It follows from the theory of symmetric func-

tion that J g Lx„. This completes the proof of (3.3.1) and hence of the lemma.

4. Transformation of y(a, b, X) under the Kummer group. The object of this

section is to show that for a, b, X satisfying (1.1), (1.4) and (1.9) we have Km(a, b, X)

= I2. We make this explicit.
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Theorem. Subject to the above hypotheses, for I < m < 24 with hm, Nm, Mm as

given in Table II and (2.6),

hm(a, b, X)y{Mm(a), Mm(b); 6m(X), 6m(Xp)) = Nm(Xy1y(a, b, X)Nm(X").

Proof. We substitute x = Tm(t, X) in (1.6) and obtain from (2.3)

tiJHm(â,X)XMm,a)(t,8m(X)))
(4.1) V '

= y(a,b,X)H°m(b,Xp)XMm(b)(t,dm(Xp))   modexact.

The only point that needs clarification is the choice of branches of the transformed

algebraic functions. We know that f3(x, A) and/g(T(x), A'') must be interpreted as

branches whose ratio is approximated by (1.5.1). The same must hold for their

images under Tm(t, A). Thus for example for m = 3 computing formally (; = 1 - x)

we obtain

(4.2) f3(x, X) = (I - t)a^\t)a^(l - Ail - OP

= (i - xrv^(i - ¿r^vi - o3(x)tya\

We may choose t(x) = 1 - tp and so we have formally

(4.3)  fh(r(x), x») = (i - xpylhtp^-b^(i - tp)hi~\i - e3(xp)tpyhi

and now we must interpret (4.3) and (4.2) so that (1.5.1) holds. This will indeed be

the case if we do the following:

(4.4) interpret (1 - A)""1, (1 - A')"*1 so that (l ~ X)   '  = (1 - A)Ml,

(1 - A')""1

(4.5) interpret/ai,aj_a2+lifl3(r, e3(X)) andfbi^_bi+x^(tp, 63(XP))

so that the ratio is approximated by the rational function deduced from (1.5.1) with

a, b replaced by (ax, a3 — a2 + I, a3), (bx, b3 - b2+ I, b3) and x, A replaced by

(t, 03(X)). In this way we deduce

hm(a,b;X)Nm(X)^x(xMmi3)(t,em(X)))

= y(a,b,X)Nm(Xp)XMmCh)(t,em(Xp))   modexact.

By (3.1.6)

ti(xMm(3)(t,6m(X)))

= y{Mm(a), Mm(b); 0m(X), 6m(Xp))xMmCb)(t, 6m(X»))   modexact.

This completes the proof for m = 3. The other cases may be checked similarly. We

observe, however, that strictly speaking it is not necessary to check each m. The

group of Mm mod translations by Z3 is in fact the octahedral group [2, p. 408] and is

generated by MX3 and M7 (MX3 is of order two, M7 is of order 3, M2X is of order 4
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with a relation M2XM1MX3 = I3). Since M9M3 = M7, the group is generated by M3,

Mg, MX3. The transformations F9 and Tx3 are relatively simple to handle and so the

transformation law for M3 is the most interesting. This completes our treatment of

the theorem.

5. Twist transformation. We now find the relation between y (a, b,X) and

y(a'w, b'w, A), where a'w = (a2, ax, a3). As usual we shall assume conditions (1.1),

(1.4) and (1.9.1) to be satisfied.

Theorem.

(5.0)

y(atw, Pw, X)$(a, I) =

where

ï(3,b)=p

0,      a3 - a-.
y(a,b,X)

bx, 0     '

0,      b3-b2j

Yp(l + a3 - a2,I + b3 - b2)

Y„(l - a2,I - b2)yp(ax, bx)yp(a3 - ax,b3- bx)(-l)
V-l

is a scalar function of a, b, independent ofX.

Proof. By duality [4, (3.22.7)]

,l(a3-ax)X, 0
y(d,b,y)

(5.1)
\        0, (a3-fl2)(l-X)

>(b3-bx)Xp, 0

o,        (b3-b2)(i-xp)y

y(K(a),K(b),X)

where k(ö) = (1 - a,,l - a2,l _ ai)- We observe that Mu(atw) = k(3), while

/.18(fl, b, X) is unchanged under (a, è) -» (a"1', è"1'). Thus

(5.2)

where hn(a, b, X) = hxs(a, b; X)(I - Xp)/(I - A). Substituting in this equation

gives

(5.3)

0.

\a3 - a2,
y(a,b,X)'

= phxs(a,b,X)

(a3 - ax)\

0
y(a'\ b'w, X)

-ih-bxy

\ - K o

We multiply the right by y(a'w, b'w, X) l, take the transpose, multiply on the left by

(x'x0) and deduce

(5.4)    right side of (5.0) =/>/.18(a, 6, A)( J    "J)y(ar", P", A)*( _J    ¿
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If A is a 2 X 2 matrix then

(5.5)
.1,       0

and so the right side of (5.4) is

°-       1WtA=AÍ0'
1,       0

X'

(5.6) phx%(d,b,X)y(a'\b'\X)
1

dety(a!w,b'w,X)

Thus (5.0) is valid if f is the scalar function

(5.7) £ = phu(a, b, X)/det y(a'\ V\ A).

Now by means of [3, Theorem 25]

. fr,+6,-fc,

(5.8)   det y(a'\ b'\ X) = \*(*     X'}Z2-2 {-*)*'"

x

(1 - A)ai+a2"fl3

KpO- -«2,1 - b2)yp(ax, bx)yp(a3 - ax, b3 - bx)

Y„(l + a3 - fl2>! + ^3 -¿2)

On the other hand, by (2.6)

(5.9) hn(a,b,X) = (- -Pl-/*2\il?    1^ 'V

Ü3-ÍÍT —a2

(l-XO 63 — bi — hi

This completes the proof of the theorem.

5.10. We now give an independent treatment of the theorem based purely on the

differential equation point of view. We shall assume ax G Z. This will put us in the

nonlogarithmic case for the solutions of zero. There is a similar and indeed easier

treatment of the logarithmic case. Let us write (cf. [3, Lemma 24.1])

(5.10.1)     V3(X)
I (a3 - a2)F(ax,a2,I + a3; X)

(I - a3)F(ax - a3,a2 - a3,I - a3; X)

a3F(ax,a2,a3;X) \

(a3 - ax)XF(ax + 1 - a3, a2 + 1 - a3,2 - a3; X) J

Then by [3, Lemma 24.3]

(5.10.2) Vb(Xp)y(a, b, X)' = A(a, b, X)V3(X),

(5.10.3) Vb,„(Xp)y(a'\ b'\ X)' = A(a'\ b'\ X)V3„(X),

where A (a, b, X) is a diagonal matrix given explicitly in this nonlogarithmic case [3,

Theorem 25] by

(5.10.4) Hä,b,X)
ex(n,b) 0

0      x^e4(d, Î)
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where

(5.10.5)

al    .*     yP(a2<b2)lv(ai -a2,b3 - b2)
*l(û'6) =        y^TT^îT^)        •

0(nh\-(   ,^J>3-l^-lh,(l-"l.l-M
e^b)-{~l) yp(I + a3-ax,I + b3-bx)        "

It is easily deduced from (5.10.1) that

(5.10.6) Fs,w =
0

0

a, - a.

a3 - a,

0 a3 - a-,

and similarly for Vbi« in terms of Vb. Substituting these in (5.10.3) we find

(5.10.7)

b3-bx

0

0

= V¡(\r)

ft, - b

i

3        u2

I

y(a'",b'w,Xy
,/fl3 - ai

a3 - a1

-i

b3-b2

0

0 -, la-, - a,
_b\t\(d<\bt\X)[ a3- ax va{\).

From this the proof of the theorem is reduced to verifying

(5.10.8)

ï(3,b)
*3 - h

0

0

b3-bx
A(a'w,b'w,X)

a3 - a2

0

0

3 _ "

-1

= A(a,b,X).

(5.10.1)'        V3(X)

This verification follows easily from the explicit formulae (5.10.4) and (5.10.5).

In the logarithmic case (a3 = b3 = 1) we put

(1 - a2)F(ax, a2,2, X)     F(ax, a2,I, X) \

(I - a2)H(ax, a2,2, X)    H(ax, a2,I, X)J'

where for n cz N, n ^ 1, H(ax, a2, n, X) is defined by the conditions that it lie in

Q(ax, a2)((X))and that

y = H(ax, a2, n, X) + F(ax, a2, n, X)logX

be a  formal  solution of (X(ô + ax)(8 + a2) - 8(8 + n - I))y = 0,  where 8 =

X d/dX.
Equation (5.10.2) now takes the form

1     0'
(5.10.2)' Fs(A')r(«,¿,X)' = ^;    Vp)V3(X),

where [3, Theorem 2.6.1]

(5.10.4)' *-(-!)",    ^ = ^(«1)+^(a2)-2^(l).
P     ^p ^p -P

The second verification of the theorem in this case causes no difficulty.

6. Hypergeometric-Boyarsky gamma function. Up to this point we have studied the

transformation laws of y(a, b; X) subject to conditions (1.1), (1.4) and (1.9.1).
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We now recall the hypergeometric Boyarsky gamma function. Let

(6.1) S' = {z = (zx,z2,z3)\ordz, > -e2,i = 1,2,3},

5 = {x = -m + pz\z g S',0 < Mi <F.M,- G N, i = 1,2,3}.

We define [4, §3.19, Theorem 3.22] TB(x, X) for x g 5 and X satisfying (1.9.1) by the

condition that it is an analytic function of x (for p fixed) and that

(6.2) TB(a,X) = y(a,b,X)

for all a satisfying (1.1) with b chosen uniquely so that (1.4) holds with

(6.3) Mi,M2.M3   ia[0,p-l].

We also recall [4, (3.2)] the change of basis formula for a, b satisfying (1.1), (1.4),

mx, m2, m3nx, n2, n3 all in Z.

y(a +(mx,m2,m3),b +(nx,n2,n3),X)

(6.4) _ _j
= B(a, a +(mx,m2,m3), X)y(a,b; X)B(b,b +(nx, n2, n3),Xp)   ,

where the matrix B is defined by (1.2).

Theorem. In the notation of Table II, with p satisfying (6.3) let

(6.5) pm = -Mm(0) + -p[Mm(-ii) + Rep(-Mm(-M))],

where Rep denotes the mapping of Z into {0,1,..., p - I) obtained by taking a

representative of class modulo p. For X satisfying (1.9.1) and x = -p. + pz lying in S

(z G 5') we have

hm(x,z,X)TB(Mm(x),em(X))

(6.6) = Nm(xylvB(x, \)Nm(xp)cMm(¡)(em(x)p, ejxp))'

XB(Mm(z),Mm(z) + ixm,Om(X)pyl.

Proof. We recall that hm(a, b; X) is a product of the form

\*x(i-x)ay(i-*')*'•

The second factor is of the form

(i-xr((i-xy/(i-xp))h'

and so we conclude that hm(x, z, X) is analytic, as a function of x, A subject to the

condition

(6.7) lnf(0,ordz) + 1 > —!-¡- + Sup(0,(/> - l)ord(A - 1)),

and hence is analytic subject to (1.9.1) for x in S. Again subject to (1.9.1), 0m(X)

cannot lie in D(I,I~) and so by Lemma 1.13 the matrix CMi¡¡a)(6m(X)p, 0m(Xp)) is

analytic for

(6.8) 1 + ord z > —^—r
P - 1
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and hence surely for x g S. It only remains to verify (6.6) for x = a = pb - p with

a, b, m satisfying (1.1), (1.4) and (6.3). This follows from Theorem 4 using (3.1.7) to

deduce

(6-9)
y(Mm(â),Mm(b);Bm(X),em(Xp))

-i

(6.10)

= y{Mm(a), Mjb); Om(X))cmb)(em(Xp), 0m(X)p)'

and using (6.4) to deduce

y{Mja), M„,(b),6m(X))B(Mm(b), Mm(b) + pm,0m(X)p)

= y(Mm(a), Mm(b) + pm, 6m(X)) = TB(Mm(a), dm(X)),

the point being that (6.5) implies

(6.11) p(Mm(b) + pm) = Mm(a) + Rep - Mm(a).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

6.12. Corollary. rB(x, X) is analytic in x andXfor x in S andX =t oo;

ord(A - 1) <
1

(f-1)
2 -

(6.12.1)

(F-l)\        F

Proof. This has been explained (subsection 1.10) for ord(A - 1) < 0. It only

remains to remove this constraint. Using the theorem with m = 5, we obtain

(-l)"TB(x1, x2, xx+ x2- x3; (I - A))

-(?: u)r«(*'A)(î; J)c(^,^-3)((i-mm-ao'

B(zx, z2, zx + z2- z3; zx, z2, zx + z2 - z3 - I; (I - X)p)

ifpx + p2 > p3 + p,p + p3> px + p2> p3,

B(zx, z2,zx + z2- z3; zx, z2, z, + z2 - z3 + 1; (1 - X)^)

ifM3>Mi+M2

valid for x e 5 and X satisfying (1.9.1). The fact or TB(x, X) on the right may be

extended to cover the disk D(0,1") except possibly for a pole at A = 0. Furthermore,

the factor C,z z z +z _z j((l - X)p, 1 - A^) is by Lemma 1.13 analytic as a function

of z, A in the region

(6.12.2)     Inf(0,ordz)-ordAi' + ord((l - A) -(1 - X)p) >
1 '

(In this argument we may assume |A| < 1.) Since ord z > -e2 and

ord((l - Xp)-(I -X)p)^ I + ordA,

condition (6.12.2) becomes

1
I - e2-(p - I)ordX>

I
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The corollary now follows, remembering to replace X by 1 - X, and observing that

the possible singular locus introduced by the matrix B in (6.12.1) may be ruled out

(for example) by comparison with (6.6) with m = 3.

6.13. Corollary. The transformation formula (6.6) remains valid for x in S and

condition (1.9.1) replaced by

(6.13.1) Inf(|A|,|l-A|,|l/A|)>l-e

for some real number e > 0.

Proof. The assertion follows from analytic continuation and Corollary 6.12.

6.14. Corollary. For x cz § and X satisfying (6.13.1),

Ix3 - xx, 0      \ /z3 - zx, 0     Y
TB((x2,xx,x3),Xmx)=[     0> X3-X2)Tb(x^)[     0t Z3_ZJ   ,

where

H"-(-1)'^-S-0^'w
lp, p3<I+p2, (_1_

JlW={ 1 ,. ^ J1(x)=lp(z3-Zx)'      ̂         n'
1   -    _ 7   »      l+/i2<M3. i
\z3    z2 ^1, Mi < Ms-

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5 and [4, equation (1.11)].

7.a The Kummer group. Let us refer to the group of mappings (a, b, c) >-»

(â, b, c)modZ in Table I as the Kummer group. Let us refer to the group of 48

elements generated by these together with the twist (a, b, c)-* (b, a, c), as the

extended Kummer group. We give an intrinsic distinction between these two groups

(viewed as subgroups of GL(3, Z)).

Let us view 0, a, b, c elements of R/Z, i.e. as points on the real circle. If

(a, b, c) <-> (â, b, c) denotes an element of the extended Kummer group then:

7.1. The points 0, c are separated by the points a, b (on the circle) if and only if

the points 0, c are separated by the points à, b.

7.2. If the points 0, c are separated by the points a, b then the orientation of

0,a, c, b coincides with that of 0, à, c, b if (a, b, c) -» (â, h, c) lies in the Kummer

group but not if it lies in the other coset of the Kummer group in the extended

group.

7.3. Remark. If the points 0, c are not separated by a, b then the orientation of

abc and abc need not coincide for the Kummer group.

7.4. We may check properties 7.1 (resp. 7.2) for the extended (resp. nonextended)

Kummer group by checking the generators MX3, M7 of the Kummer group and the

twist for the extended Kummer group.

A second verification of 7.1 for the extended Kummer group comes from the

condition for the existence of two solutions mod p of the hypergeometric differential

equation.
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A third verification of 7.1 and 7.2 involves the dependence of the magnitude of

det y(a, b, X) (X satisfying (1.9.1)) upon the relative magnitudes of px, p2, p3 (the

representatives in [0, p — I] of -ax, -a2, -a3).

7.5. Lemma. The extended Kummer group as a subgroup o/GL(3, Z) is characterized

by property 7.1. The Kummer group is characterized by the further property 7.2.

Proof. It is enough to show that there are at most 48 elements of GL(3, Z)

lh    ™x
(7.5.1) (a,b,c) -> (â,b,c) = (a,b,c)

nx\

\h

m-

m,
'3/

which satisfy 7.1.

Consider a, b separated by 0, c as indicated. Then â, b (as given by (7.5.1) separate

0, c . Let c, b be fixed and permit a to approach 0. When a passes 0, the points â, b

can no longer separate 0, c. Hence when a = 0 the diagram â, b, c, 0 must collapse.

We assume here that b and c are generic. The collapse can occur in four ways,

(1)   â = 0,    i.e.    bl2 + cl3 = 0,

(7.5.2)
(2)

(3)

(4)

â = 0,

â = c,

b = 0,

b = c,

bl2 + cl3 bn2 + cn3,

bm2 + cm3 = 0,

bm2 + cm3 = bn2 + cn3.

Now clearly (1) and (2) cannot occur simultaneously and neither can (3) and (4). We

assert that indeed no two can occur simultaneously. If (1) and (3) occur when a = 0

then (since b, c are generic) l2 = l3 = 0,m2 = m3 = 0 which shows that the transfor-

mation is not invertible, a contradiction. A similar analysis rules out the remaining

(2)-3 pairs. In this way we deduce a mapping depending upon (7.5.1) of the set of 4

situations

(7.5.3) (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

a = 0,

a = c,

b = 0,

b = c

into the set of 4 situations (7.5.2) in terms of â, b, c. By using the inverse of (7.5.1)

we conclude that there exists a mapping of the situations (7.5.2) into the situations
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(7.5.3), i.e. the mapping (7.5.1) satisfying 7.1 determines a one-to-one mapping of the

situations (7.5.2) onto the situations (7.5.3). There are exactly 4 • 3 • 2 • 1 = 24 such

mappings. On the other hand, a one-to-one correspondence between (7.5.2) and

(7.5.3) determines the matrix of (7.5.1) up to a scalar factor. For example, suppose

a = 0 => â = 0,
a = c => â = c,

b = 0=>b = 0,

b = c => b = c,

then

l2 = l3 = 0,   l2 = n2,   lx + l3 = nx + n3,

mx = m3 = 0,   mx = nx,   m2 + m3 = n2 + n3,

from which we deduce that the matrix of (7.5.1) is a scalar, /, = m2 = n3.

Since the matrix (7.5.1) has determinant ±1, there are at most two choices of

(7.5.1) for each 1-1 correspondence between (7.5.2) and (7.5.3). This completes the

proof.
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